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About This Game

Megabyte Punch is a fighting/beat ‘em up game in which you build your own fighter!

As you travel through different environments, you battle other creatures to get their parts. Parts have their own powers and
bonuses, like gun arms for a shoot ability or powerful hips for a devastating pelvic thrust attack. Then, using the abilities of your

customized fighter, you can compete in the tournament or battle against other players in a destructible arena.

The game takes place in an computer world where you protect the Heartcore of your village against the likes of the Valk Empire
and the dreaded Khoteps in 6 different levels with each 3 stages and a boss fight!

Key Features

Chunky stylish graphics.

6 unique electro-worlds with boss fights

150 parts to collect and endless combinations to customize your character.

Pumpin' Electro Soundtrack.
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Compete in the tournament for rare parts.

Up to 4 player local co-op and versus mode.
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WHERES THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665S I WANT MY HENTAIIIIIIIII REFUIND. So played this game for
alittle while, and I have to say its pretty fun. obviously this is early access so there are some bugs and some features\/options that
could do with a little reworking or better understanding, but there is a feedback option (which you have to go in and play to see,
not on main menu for some reason)

Pros-
-even tho early access its addicting and fun
-RNJesus lovers will love this game
-most things are randomly generated so you're not going to have the same experience twice

Cons-
-there is some pretty big bugs in the game at the moment that kinda ruins the experience a little bit but im assuming those fixes
will have high priority in patches (e.g currently the save system doesn't work)
-This game even tho (from what i can tell) is pretty simple there are some stuff that doesn't get explained to you so you are
kinda left scratching your head whether or not you've done something wrong or have missed something (you'll understand when
you see the doors on level 1 that cannot be opened until later on)

Overall-
Based off my experience thus far and considering how cheap the game is would recommend buying this game(perhaps wait until
the save bug is fixed if you don't fancy starting from level 1 everytime you wanna take a break or die)its fun, its random it has
its moments of intense action where every move you make is needed to be perfect.. I really like this...
but what's with the drunken piano player in this game? Do they know English?
*DISSONANT CHORD!*
Which should indicate you've gone off track, but the word that links to the intended synonmen will be right in front of you.

Perhaps the piano player isn't drunk, they're just trying to mess with you and 2nd guess your logic.
Play it again, Sam!

*Edit* I just started with the word "Weed" and the list of synonyms included: skunk, pee, puddle, piddle, wee, smoke??
I just fact checked using a thesaurus... None of those words check out.
 I'm not sure whey they used for the database, but it's a real dog's breakfast.. Hard as hell. Options menu is a little hard to
understand. Great music, adorable character! Some more backstory\/tutorial would be nice.. Why did I buy this game?

Well, the answer is pretty obvious...

...I like Qix clones.

It's actually a little strange. I'm not a fan of the 1981 arcade classic, but I'll put some serious time into its many clones. In my
opinion, the best of the bunch is Gals Pani X. Not only is it ridiculously deep, but all of the bosses have attacks ripped from various
shmups. How cool is that!?

Anyway, Pretty Girls Panic! is modeled after Qix, with a few extra features to appeal to modern audiences, such as online
leaderboards. The goal is to draw lines to fill space, while avoiding evil sea creatures. If an enemy touches the player-character
while they're drawing a line, then it results in a lost life. The same holds true if an enemy touches the line itself.

It's a simple concept, but what makes it interesting is the strategies players come up with. A plan of attack is necessary to obtain high
scores. For example, rather than just randomly draw lines until all of the space is filled, try to "box" enemies in. If you really want
to do some damage, consider building a series of thin walls that go across the entirety of the screen. Not only are you relatively safe
while doing this, the results tend to be awesome. We're talking "45% of the stage in one fell swoop" awesome. All enemies that get
caught in walls are destroyed, and they can be chained for tons of bonus points.

On the downside, the power-ups kinda break the game. If the hero becomes invincible or manages to stop the clock, then they
usually have enough time to create a massive wall that crushes several foes at once. Power-ups randomly appear, so sometimes the
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player will simply luck out. The harder stages really pile on the enemies, but it doesn't make that much of a difference. The RNG's
blessing will go a lot further than skill or experience.

While the randomness is a major issue, Pretty Girls Panic! still gets a recommendation. It plays well, the production value is solid,
and it's entertaining enough to last a few hours.. Totally rubbish game not to be taken seriously. Enjoy it for what it was designed
for - total arcade mayhem with almost no story or purpose. Gets better if you have good buddies to play it with.. Recommended for
the ones who : like point- and- click adventure genre, are curious about the story and into reading text.
. I would recommend this for anybody who wants to make tracks on their own. While it SAYS that this is the broadcaster version, it
does NOT allow you to include your microphone while broadcasting. I have tried. It failed. It says that is only for Pro Basic and
Pro Full versions and the mic will only work in your broadcast for the first 10 minutes. So\u2026 yea. While i love this program, i
was VERY disappointed to find out that the mic wouldnt work.

Overall, I am going to use this went wanting to have some fun or something\u2026 but since I cant stream music and talk on the
microphone all at once\u2026 I am just going to have to record myself saying stuff during shows. I dont know.. Game is boring,
simple and the only real danger are mages cause they have predicting projectiles system that makes them much more stronger than
other (2) mobs. I woulnd't recommend this game even if it was for free. I've seen better games on game websites for free. 0\/10
Trash. A lot of game.
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Why the ♥♥♥♥ can't I paint with a brush?. English
For 4,99 ull get much the MP5K is kinda bad conpared to other Weapons ingame but the Free permanent Camo normally costs
10 Euro alone. U can buy the DLC while having an Account in SF2 Gameforge edidion just type the Serialkey u get into the
Cupon Reedeem area in Refill Cash

Deutsch
F\u00fcr 4,99 kriegt man sehr viel alleine die Tarnung kostet eigentlich ingame 10 Euro. Mann kann dieses Packet auch in der
Gameforge Version einl\u00f6sen indem mann einfach den Produktschl\u00fcssel beim Cash augladen eingibt.. if you're into
picking vegetables, having pointless phone conversations, playing 3 levels of the same game again, and putting a saddle on your
horse then this is the game for you.. YES i love this game You can go eat♥♥♥♥♥♥while you look at yourself and think what
the fudgecake are you doing with your life and money. I've completed the game today and it took me ~2 hours to do this. And
you know what? I want more, it was really a short journey, but it was a good one.
Viktor is a mix of Contra and Castlevania series to me, it may be a simple game, but it has cool bosses, it has the atmosphere
and it feels good to walk through the stages.
So, the good stuff:

+The dark atmosphere
+ Cool soundtrack. Really, I liked all the tracks in the game, oh those dark and melodic themes, I want more of this.
+ Epic boss battles. Like in contra games, you have to learn their behavior patterns to win. And when you know what ypu're
doing it will be a piece of cake.

Now the stuff I didn't like:

- The game is too short
- Most of Sub-weapons are irrelevant. Twin pistols is all you need in this game, really. Well, Sniper-rifle is an exception. It kills
everything in your path once leveled up
- Common enemies design on stages is really bad. Would be cool if you encountered some more epic foes like I dunno,
skeletons, giant vampire bats, zombies maybe, demonic creatures with wings etc. Blazing balls? little spiders? Flying eye-
bombs? Little skulls shooting projectiles at you? Really? Those are lame
- Levels should be more animated and interesting, they feel a little bit empty as of now.

Well, it turnd out to have more minuses than pluses, but hey, I liked the game and I recommend it. I just feel that it had much
more potential than this, if there ever be a sequel I hope the guys from shorebound will work on stuff I mentioned and add more
interesting things ino the game. Then it will be a real candy. Oh, and melee weapons and the ability to play a different character
(Zane maybe?) would be a great thing.
Overall rating: 7\/10. Love the real licensing!
I also love maserati, This is an awesome DLC, must get.
Anyawys I GTG. I have to play car mechanic.... it WAS absolutely worth it's $0.30
There is no sale now, but it will be, I suppose =\/
so you can try demo... and add this game to wishlist waiting new sales

if you like demo, you also can search for up to -90% coupon in trading forum.
for one trading card... or even for free. have fun to play this game
need to better texture and new maps

thanks
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